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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Cancer is a disease of genetic aberrations.\[[@pone.0170897.ref001]\] Tumors occurring in the same anatomical location or having similar histologic features have distinct clinical behaviors, responses to therapy and outcomes depending on their genetic profiles. Thus, there is now a well recognized need to move beyond the traditional treatment guidelines based on tumor origin and histopathologic characteristics, focusing instead on a precision oncology approach: genetically identifying the patient that is likely to benefit from a given agent or treatment.\[[@pone.0170897.ref002]\] To this end, the NCI Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice (NCI-MATCH) trial is currently underway to link cancer genomic abnormalities to specific molecularly targeted cancer drugs. Furthermore, the precision oncology approach is becoming a part of the common clinical practice for various cancer types, including breast, colorectal and non-small cell lung carcinoma.

The success of the NCI-MATCH initiative, and of the precision oncology strategy in general, hinges on the ability to obtain accurate genetic information from tumor specimens. Assignment of an appropriate therapy based on tumor genetic aberrations cannot occur without an effective strategy for tumor genotyping. In clinical practice, tumor tissues are obtained through either surgical excision or image guided biopsy, most commonly a fine needle aspiration (FNA). For a significant subset of patients, surgery is precluded due to metastatic or locally advanced disease, making FNA biopsy the only potential source of tumor tissue. This can present a major challenge to the implementation of a precision oncology strategy, as cellular and DNA yields from these FNA biopsy samples are sometimes inadequate for routine molecular analysis.\[[@pone.0170897.ref003], [@pone.0170897.ref004]\] While systemic therapies are most useful in patients with metastatic or locally advanced diseases, it is in these patients that the tumor tissues available for guiding precision oncology strategies are limited.

Accurate tumor genotyping is especially challenging in patients with pancreas ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) due to the large non-cancer (stromal) component that is characteristic of PDAC primary tumors.\[[@pone.0170897.ref005]\] When endoscopic ultrasound guided-FNA (EUS-FNA) is performed for these tumors, the resulting biopsy specimens often contain mostly stromal cells and few actual tumor cells.\[[@pone.0170897.ref006]\] Furthermore, the large excess of wild-type (WT) DNA from abundant normal stromal cells can overshadow the mutant DNA from rare PDAC tumor cells, making the mutant allele fraction too small to be detected. For example, Sanger sequencing, the gold standard for clinical sequencing, requires approximately 150-200ng of starting DNA and has a mutant allele fraction detection limit of approximately 10%.\[[@pone.0170897.ref007], [@pone.0170897.ref008]\] Thus, many EUS-FNAs from PDAC masses result in samples that cannot be accurately genotyped by this conventional technique.\[[@pone.0170897.ref009]\]

Two major hurdles to the routine clinical use of pancreas EUS-FNA specimens in molecular analysis exist: insufficient DNA content and low tumor cell purity. While some EUS-FNA samples prove adequate in both of these aspects, many aspirates are insufficient in one or both of them. A newly developed PCR platform, digital PCR, has the potential to overcome these problems.\[[@pone.0170897.ref010]\] Digital PCR (dPCR) is a technology based on the principle of compartmentalization and parallel PCR reactions. By distributing a DNA sample into many compartments such that only a single copy of the target DNA is present within each compartment, a rare mutant DNA can be amplified and detected individually without being lost in the large excess of WT DNA. Furthermore, by counting each compartment containing the target mutant DNA, absolute quantification and relative frequencies of mutant to WT DNA alleles can be determined. This technique can perform highly sensitive mutation detection with minimal template DNA input, enabling accurate and sensitive genotyping using tumor biopsy samples that are limited in both quantity and tumor cell purity. \[[@pone.0170897.ref010]--[@pone.0170897.ref012]\]

Given these strengths, dPCR holds the potential to become an effective tool for mutation analysis in pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens. To evaluate this application, we analyzed alterations in the *Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog* (*KRAS*) gene in pancreas FNA specimens using dPCR. *KRAS* mutations are present in over 95% of PDAC tumors.\[[@pone.0170897.ref013]\] Additionally, the *KRAS* mutation is considered a driver mutation as it occurs early in carcinogenesis and thus should be present in all cancer cells. These factors make the *KRAS* gene in PDAC an ideal target to analyze, as the ubiquity of *KRAS* mutation allows us to readily assess the mutation detection capabilities of dPCR. Furthermore, approximately 10--20% of PDAC patients are known to harbor multiple *KRAS* mutation subtypes within a single PDAC mass, representing the presence of distinct tumor subclones and intratumoral heterogeneity.\[[@pone.0170897.ref009], [@pone.0170897.ref014]\] Thus, testing for the *KRAS* gene also reveals whether dPCR could accurately portray the intratumoral heterogeneity of a PDAC mass using only FNA biopsy specimens. Lastly, recent findings suggest that an accurate determination of *KRAS* mutation subtypes in and of itself holds potential importance in PDAC management. Multiple reports have implicated specific *KRAS* mutation subtypes in prediction of prognosis and therapy responses. \[[@pone.0170897.ref015]--[@pone.0170897.ref018]\] Additionally, *KRAS* subtype-specific inhibitors are being developed.\[[@pone.0170897.ref019]\] Thus, *KRAS* mutation subtyping in PDAC patients has the potential to guide precision oncology strategies in the near future, similar to the way *KRAS* mutations have emerged as predictors of therapy response in non-small cell lung carcinoma and colon cancer patients.

In the current study, we evaluate the use of dPCR for mutation analysis in pancreas EUS-FNA specimens, focusing specifically on the *KRAS* gene for the above reasons. To this end, we first evaluated the mutation detection sensitivity and minimal cellular input requirement of dPCR. Next, we used dPCR to perform *KRAS* mutation analysis in both formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) and non-fixed, fresh EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimens. Using DNA extracted from formalin-fixed tissues introduces an additional challenge of DNA degradation. However, the ability to use FFPE EUS-FNA biopsy specimens offers the advantage of avoiding a repeat invasive procedure for the sole purpose of genetic testing. Using fresh EUS-FNA samples, on the other hand, allows for a rapid mutation status analysis immediately following a diagnostic procedure, which can aid physicians in diagnosis and point-of-care decision-making. Lastly, we compared the performance of dPCR against Sanger sequencing, the current gold standard for clinical sequencing, in order to assess whether dPCR could improve the sensitivity and accuracy of *KRAS* mutation detection in EUS-FNA pancreas biopsies.

Methods and Materials {#sec002}
=====================

Cell lines {#sec003}
----------

Pancreatic cancer cell lines, HPAF-II (CRL-1997) and CFPAC (CRL-1918), T lymphocyte cell line, Jurkat (TIB-152), and breast cancer cell like, MDA-MB-231 (HTB-26), were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), and grown using EMEM (HPAF-II), IMDM (CFPAC), RPMI 1640 (Jurkat) and Leibovitz's L-15 (MDA-MB-231) medium (ATCC) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (ATCC) and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin (ATCC). All cell lines were grown at 37°C with 5% CO~2~ and were routinely passaged at 80% confluence using an iso-osmotic sodium citrate solution for cell release (Thermo). When preparing cells for laser microdissection, cells were released from the culture plates using the same sodium citrate solution. Following a wash with the culture medium, each cell line was diluted to a density of 1000 cells per 100 μL. Approximately 1000 cells (100 μL) were smeared on PEN membrane slides (Leica), air-dried for 10 minutes, and fixed with 100 μL of 100% Ethanol. Cells were then isolated by laser microdissection as outlined below. DNA was extracted using the Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Mini Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. For extraction of DNA from \< 100 cells, cell lysis solution from Qiagen RepliG Single Cell kit was used according to the manufacturer's protocol.

FFPE pancreas tissue specimens {#sec004}
------------------------------

Archived FFPE blocks containing pancreas tissue specimens were obtained from UCLA Translational Pathology Core Laboratory (TPCL) with the approval from UCLA IRB \#13--001646. A total of 63 FFPE blocks were obtained from 34 patients. All 34 patients underwent EUS-FNA biopsy of pancreas lesions and cell blocks were prepared at the time of EUS-FNA procedure according to our institution's routine clinical protocol. Cytological diagnosis categorized 19 of these cases as "adenocarcinoma," 10 as "atypical cells" and 5 as "benign." All patients with cytological diagnosis of either "adenocarcinoma" or "atypical cells" underwent surgical resection of the pancreas. As a result, FFPE blocks from both EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy and pancreas surgical resection were available for the 29 of 34 patients (5 patients with "benign" diagnosis on EUS-FNA biopsy did not receive surgery).

A single 10um section was obtained from each FFPE block, followed by H&E staining performed by UCLA TPCL. Cellularity and tumor location within a 10um section of FFPE EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimen was determined by a clinical cytopathologist under high power field. DNA was extracted from a single 10um FFPE section per specimen using GeneRead DNA FFPE extraction kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Extracted DNA was subjected to either Sanger sequencing or digital PCR for KRAS mutation analysis using the methods detailed below.

Fresh EUS-FNA biopsy specimens {#sec005}
------------------------------

Fresh EUS-FNA biopsy specimens were obtained with the approval from University of California Los Angeles institutional review board, under IRB \#13--001646. Written consents were obtained from patients. EUS was performed using a linear echoendoscope (Olympus). Fine needle aspiration was carried out using 25-gauge needles. Aspirated specimens were placed immediately into a 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube in 1ml of normal saline and kept on ice. The specimen was processed within 30 minutes from the EUS-FNA biopsy procedure for DNA extraction using Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Mini Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. The extracted DNA was subjected to both Sanger sequencing and digital PCR, as outlined below.

To confirm the results obtained from dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis in fresh EUS-FNA biopsy specimens, laser microdissection (LMD) and whole genome amplification (WGA) were used to enhance tumor cell purity and DNA content such that confirmatory. Sanger sequencing could be performed. We obtained FFPE sections from cell blocks prepared at the time of the same EUS-FNA procedures. A single 10um section was made from each block, placed onto PEN membrane slides and H&E stained. LMD was performed to isolate areas with high amount of cancerous cells compared to normal cells in order to enhance tumor purity, as outline below. DNA was then extracted from these microdissected FFPE tissues, and whole genome amplification performed using the PicoPLEX kit (Rubicon) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Amplified DNA was then purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and Sanger sequencing was performed as outlined below. This allowed confirmatory Sanger sequencing in a high tumor purity sample and helped confirm the findings noted in dPCR.

Laser microdissection {#sec006}
---------------------

The PALM MicroBeam laser microdissection system (Zeiss) was used for laser microdissection (LMD). Cells were laser dissected and collected into 200 μL opaque tube caps (Zeiss) using the laser pressure catapult function. Cell transfer to the tube cap was confirmed by imaging the cap prior to cap closure using the cap-check function. Zeiss Liquid Cover Glass (Zeiss) was used to improve visualization on H&E stained sections prior to performing LMD.

*KRAS* PCR and sanger sequencing {#sec007}
--------------------------------

PCR amplification of *KRAS* exon 2 was performed using one of the following primers depending on the source of DNA: DNA extracted from non-fixed samples (*KRAS* Primer 1: Forward `5’ – AAG GTA CTG GTG GAG TAT TTG – 3’` and Reverse `5’ – GTA CTC ATG AAA ATG GTC AGA G – 3’`, expected bp length 295), DNA extracted from FFPE samples (*KRAS* Primer 2: Forward `5’ –AAGGCCTGCTGAAAATGACTG – 3’` and Reverse `5’ – AGAATGGTCCTGCACCAGTAA – 3’`, expected bp length 170; or KRAS Primer 3: Forward `5’ – ACTTGTGGTAGTTGGACCT – 3’` and Reverse `5’ – CCTCTATTGTTGGATCATATT – 3’`, expected bp length 98). DNA extracted from FFPE specimens are known to be degraded and often require short length PCR amplicon to allow for a successful PCR amplification. DNA extracted from FFPE tissue not amenable to successful PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing using Primer 2 (170bp PCR fragment) were reanalyzed using Primer 3 (98bp PCR fragment). PCR reactions were carried out on a C1000 Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad) with Platinum PCR SuperMix High Fidelity Kit (Invitrogen) using total volumes of 50 μL per reaction according to the manufacturer's protocol. The reaction conditions were as follows: denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C for 30 seconds, and extension at 68°C for 45 seconds for a total of 40 cycles.

The PCR products were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and eluted into 50 uL of nuclease-free water (Qiagen). DNA was diluted to a concentration of 10 ng/uL based on Nanodrop quantification of the PCR product. Automated dideoxy terminator sequencing was performed by capillary electrophoresis by the UCLA GenoSeq Core on an ABI 3730 DNA analyzer using Big Dye Terminator chemistry (Applied Biosystems). All sequences were analyzed by manual inspection of the individual trace files using Four Peaks (Nucleobytes).

Digital PCR {#sec008}
-----------

Digital PCR was performed using the QuantStudio 3D Digital PCR system (Life Technologies). Mutation analysis was performed by allele specific PCR using TaqMan probes targeting known *KRAS* mutations. Mutant and WT *KRAS* alleles are differentiated by the fluorophores attached to these probes; WT *KRAS* alleles are represented by VIC fluorescence, and mutant *KRAS* alleles are represented by FAM fluorescence. Analysis of FAM and VIC signals enables detection and quantification of mutant vs. WT allele in a sample mixture. Probes specific for G12D and G12V were used for the current analysis, as these two mutations comprise over 85% of all known *KRAS* mutations in PDAC. \[[@pone.0170897.ref013]\]

Reactions were performed in a 16ul reaction mixture containing gDNA (1.75ul), *KRAS* allele specific Taq-Man probe (0.85ul), QuantStudio 3D Master Mix (8.4ul) and nuclease-free water (5ul). This is then loaded onto a QuantStudio 3D Digital PCR 20K Chip (Life Technologies) using automatic chip loader (Life Technologies). The 20K chip contains 20,000 individual wells, within which DNA is randomly and uniformly distributed. The chip containing PCR reaction mixture undergoes thermocycling in the Gene Amp 9700 PCR machine. Thermocycling conditions are: 90°C for 10 minutes, followed by 60°C for 2 minutes and 98°C for 30 seconds for a total of 40 cycles, and 60°C for 2 minutes. Following the PCR reaction, the digital PCR Chip is imaged using the QuantStudio 3D Chip-Reader (Life Technologies) and the QuantStudio 3D AnalysisSuite Cloud software (Life Technologies) was used to analyze the data.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Mutation detection sensitivity of dPCR {#sec010}
--------------------------------------

Pancreas cancer is characterized by abundant stromal component and low neoplastic cellularity, which often results in EUS-FNA biopsy specimens containing low number of actual cancer cells compared to the large excess of normal conscripted stromal cells. Accurate mutation analysis of these samples requires a highly sensitive platform to detect rare mutant allele from the abundant WT alleles. In order to test the sensitivity of dPCR in mutation detection, we performed a serial dilution experiment using mutant *KRAS* DNA extracted from the pancreas cancer cell line HPAF-II (G12D; GGT -\> GAT) and WT *KRAS* DNA extracted from the T lymphocyte cell line, Jurkat. Mixtures with mutant to WT ratio of 1:1, 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 were prepared and applied to dPCR and Sanger sequencing. dPCR accurately detected the presence of *KRAS* mutant allele in all mixture samples, including the one containing as little as 0.17% mutant allele fraction (1:1000 dilution) ([Fig 1](#pone.0170897.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using Sanger sequencing, the presence of *KRAS* mutation was no longer detected once the mutant allele fraction reached approximately 10% (1:10 dilution), resulting in false negative results for all samples with mutant *KRAS* allele frequencies of ≤10%.

![Sensitivity of mutation detection by dPCR and Sanger sequencing.\
DNA extracted from HPAF-II cells were serially diluted by DNA extracted from Jurkat cells to determine the limit of rare mutant detection by dPCR. Blue dots (FAM) represent presence of mutant *KRAS* (G12D) and red dots (VIC) represent WT *KRAS*. Mutant allele fractions determined by dPCR are shown in parenthesis next to dilution ratios. Same plot scales used for all four panels (A) 1:1 Mutant:WT DNA mixture; both dPCR and Sanger sequencing (GGT -\> GAT) detected mutant *KRAS* allele. (B) 1:10 Mutant:WT DNA mixture; dPCR detects mutant *KRAS* allele, but Sanger sequencing shows WT *KRAS* (GGT). (C) 1: 1:100 Mutant:WT DNA mixtures: dPCR identifies mutant *KRAS* allele presence, but not in Sanger sequencing. (D) 1:1000 Mutant:WT DNA mixtures; dPCR detects *KRAS* allele, but not in Sanger sequencing.](pone.0170897.g001){#pone.0170897.g001}

Minimal cellular input required for dPCR mutation analysis {#sec011}
----------------------------------------------------------

EUS-FNA biopsy specimens often contain very limited cellular material and are frequently deemed insufficient for molecular analysis and/or cytology evaluation. An example of pauci-cellular FFPE EUS-FNA specimen is shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0170897.g002){ref-type="fig"}. In order to determine the minimum cellular input required for mutation analysis using dPCR, we used laser microdissection to cut and isolate a known number of cells and applied their extracted DNA to dPCR. Specifically, 1 HPAF-II cell, 10 HPAF-II cells and 200 Jurkat cells were laser microdissected. Mixture of 1 HPAF-II cell in 200 Jurkat cells and 10 HPAF-II in 200 Jurkat cells were made. DNA was then extracted from these 201-cell and 210-cell mixture samples and applied to dPCR. dPCR *KRAS* mutation detection was successful using the minimal amount of DNA extracted from approximately 200 cells ([Fig 3](#pone.0170897.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, a single mutant tumor cell (HPAF-II) could be detected within an abundance of normal cells using dPCR. ([Fig 3B](#pone.0170897.g003){ref-type="fig"})

![An example of FFPE pancreas EUS-FNA section containing minimal number of cells.\
This H&E stained 10um FFPE section was imaged with 10x magnification.](pone.0170897.g002){#pone.0170897.g002}

![Minimal cellular input required for mutant allele detection by dPCR.\
HPAF-II cells and Jurkat cells were laser-microdissected to obtain exact number of cells. 1 and 10 HPAF-II cells and 200 Jurkat cells were laser-microdissected. Mixtures of 1 HPAF-II cells in 200 Jurkat cells and 10 HPAF-II cells in 200 Jurkat cells were prepared and DNA extracted. (A) dPCR was successful using DNA extracted this 210-cell mixture. Mutant *KRAS* alleles from the 10 HPAF-II cells were accurately detected. (B) dPCR detected the presence of mutant *KRAS* allele in a single HPAF-II cell in the mixture of 1 HPAF-II cell and 200 Jurkat cells.](pone.0170897.g003){#pone.0170897.g003}

Digital PCR probe cross-reactivity {#sec012}
----------------------------------

Allele specific TaqMan probes used in dPCR were tested for non-specific detection of different *KRAS* mutant subtypes and WT *KRAS*. DNA extracted from HPAF-II (heterozygous *KRAS* G12D mutation), CFPAC (heterozygous *KRAS* G12V mutation), MDAMB-231 (heterozygous *KRAS* G**13**D mutation) and Jurkat (WT *KRAS*) cells were subjected to dPCR assays using TaqMan probes specific for either *KRAS* mutation G12D (TaqMan probe *KRAS*\_521) or *KRAS* mutation G12V (TaqMan probe *KRAS*\_520). As shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0170897.g004){ref-type="fig"}, TaqMan probes were highly specific to their respective *KRAS* mutation subtypes. When the *KRAS*\_520 probe was used in dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis, FAM-fluorescent signal indicating the presence of mutant *KRAS* was observed only in DNA extracted from CFPAC cells. ([Fig 4A](#pone.0170897.g004){ref-type="fig"}) Similarly, when *KRAS*\_521 probe was used, FAM-fluorescent signal was observed only in DNA extracted from HPAF-II cells. ([Fig 4B](#pone.0170897.g004){ref-type="fig"})

![Cross-reactivity of allele-specific TaqMan probes for *KRAS* mutation subtypes.\
(A) DNA extracted from HPAF-II (G12D *KRAS* mutation; heterozygous with 3:1 mutant allele specific amplification), CFPAC (G12V *KRAS* mutation: heterozygous with 1:1 mutant to WT alleles), MDAMB-231 (G**13**D *KRAS* mutation) and Jurkat cells (WT *KRAS*) were analyzed by dPCR using the *KRAS*\_520 probe that is specific for G12V mutant subtype. Presence of the FAM fluorescence signal, which is indicative of mutant *KRAS* allele, was seen only in the dPCR reaction that used DNA extracted from CFPAC cells. (B) The same groups of DNA were analyzed using the *KRAS*\_521 probe that is specific for G12D mutation subtype. As expected, FAM signal was seen only in the dPCR reaction that used DNA extracted from HPAF-II cells.](pone.0170897.g004){#pone.0170897.g004}

*KRAS* mutation analysis using FFPE EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimens {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Archived cell blocks of pancreas EUS-FNA specimens represent a vast source of tumor tissue for molecular analysis, but a large subset of these FFPE specimens are pauci-cellular and/or contain degraded DNA that are inadequate in quantity and quality for conventional molecular analysis.\[[@pone.0170897.ref003]\] We evaluated dPCR for its ability to perform accurate and sensitive molecular analysis using limited amount of tumor tissues available from FFPE EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimens. To do so, we obtained a single 10um section from cell blocks containing pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens and extracted DNA from these FFPE sections. Estimated total cellularity used for dPCR assay ranged between 100--2000 cells per sample, with the majority of them containing \<600 cells ([Table 1](#pone.0170897.t001){ref-type="table"}). *KRAS* mutations were found in 19 of 19 patients with a preoperative cytological diagnosis of adenocarcinoma and 9 of 10 patients with atypical cells. No *KRAS* mutations were detected in the 5 patients with cytological evaluation showing no evidence of cancer.

10.1371/journal.pone.0170897.t001

###### dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis in FFPE EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimens.

![](pone.0170897.t001){#pone.0170897.t001g}

                                                                                Cytological Diagnosis                                                                             
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------
  **Age (years, SD)**                                                           69 (10.8)               71 (10.4)                                                                 64 (15.6)
  **Surgically resected (N, %)**                                                20 (100%)               10 (100%)                                                                 0
  **Surgical pathology diagnosis (N)**                                          PDAC (19)               PDAC (1)MD-IPMN gastric subtype (5)BD-IPMN gastric subtype (3)PanIN (1)   N/A (no surgery)
  **FFPE EUS-FNA block cellularity (N, %) \[number of cells/10-um section\]**                                                                                                     
  **100--200**                                                                  7 (31%)                 2 (22%)                                                                   0
  **201--400**                                                                  5 (23%)                 2 (22%)                                                                   2 (40%)
  **401--600**                                                                  5 (23%)                 3 (33%)                                                                   1 (20%)
  **\>600**                                                                     5 (23%)                 2 (22%)                                                                   2 (40%)
  **dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis (N)**                                                                                                                                           
  **Mutated *KRAS***                                                            19                      9                                                                         0
  **WT *KRAS***[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                           0                       1[^b^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                   5

^a^dPCR indicates absence of G12D or G12V mutation

^b^ WT *KRAS* found in the patient with BD-IPMN

**Abbreviations:** dPCR; digital PCR, WT; wild-type, PDAC; pancreas adenocarcinoma, MD-IPM; main duct intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm, BD-IPMN; branch duct intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm, PanIN; pancreas intraepithelial neoplasia

To confirm these findings, we performed Sanger sequencing on matching surgically resected pancreas tissues. We selectively chose portions of the surgical specimen with high tumor purity to allow for confirmatory *KRAS* mutation analysis using Sanger sequencing. We found 100% concordance in *KRAS* mutation status between dPCR in limited FFPE EUS-FNA biopsy specimens and Sanger sequencing in highly cellular surgically resected tissues ([Table 2](#pone.0170897.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0170897.t002

###### Comparison of *KRAS* mutation analysis in FFPE EUS-FNA by dPCR and surgically resected tissue by Sanger sequencing[^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}.

![](pone.0170897.t002){#pone.0170897.t002g}

                                                              dPCR in EUS-FNA FFPE sections       
  ------------------------------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------- --- ---
  **Sanger sequencing in surgically resected tissues**   WT   1                               0   0
  G12V or G12D (1 mutation)                              0    22                              4   
  G12V and G12D (2 mutations)                            0    0                               1   

^**a**^Cytologically benign samples are excluded from this table as none of these patients underwent surgical resection

^b^*KRAS* mutation subtypes matched between dPCR and Sanger sequencing for all patients in this category

**Abbreviations:** dPCR; digital PCR, WT; wild-type

Detection of additional *KRAS* mutation subtypes with dPCR that are not seen in sanger sequencing {#sec014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interestingly, dPCR analysis in pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens identified additional *KRAS* mutation subtypes that were not seen with Sanger sequencing in matching surgically resected pancreas specimens. Presence of multiple *KRAS* mutations (G12V and G12D) was observed in 5 patients using dPCR, all of whom had FNA cytological diagnosis of "adenocarcinoma" and surgical pathologic diagnosis of PDAC. Sanger sequencing detected more than one *KRAS* mutations in only 1 of these patients, despite using matching surgical tissues that are significantly more cellular and presumably more representative of the heterogeneity of the PDAC mass compared to a limited EUS-FNA biopsy specimen ([Table 2](#pone.0170897.t002){ref-type="table"}).

To confirm this finding, we applied dPCR to surgically resected pancreas tissues of the same 5 patients that were found to have double *KRAS* mutations in corresponding EUS-FNA biopsies. As shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0170897.g005){ref-type="fig"}, we found double *KRAS* mutation subtypes in all of these 5 patients using dPCR, confirming the genotyping results observed in EUS-FNA biopsy specimens. Furthermore, for the 4 cases in which Sanger sequencing failed to show double *KRAS* mutations, one of the two mutant *KRAS* alleles existed in frequency well below the limit of detection by Sanger sequencing, resulting in failure of Sanger sequencing to detect them ([Fig 5](#pone.0170897.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, dPCR was able to more thoroughly identify the true mutational status of the *KRAS* gene in PDAC patients compared to Sanger sequencing, even from limited tumor tissues available from FFPE pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens.

![FFPE EUS-FNA specimens shown to have more than one *KRAS* mutations.\
dPCR *KRAS* analysis in FNA specimens were compared to Sanger sequencing done in matching surgically resected specimens. Since Sanger sequencing is known to have limited sensitivity, these surgical tissues were further analyzed by dPCR, which showed concordance with findings noted in FNA specimens. Mutant allele fractions for the mutant *KRAS* subtypes not seen in Sanger sequencing were all well below the theoretical limit of detection by Sanger sequencing.](pone.0170897.g005){#pone.0170897.g005}

*KRAS* mutation analysis using fresh (non-fixed) EUS-FNA specimens {#sec015}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Genetic information obtained from fresh EUS-FNA biopsy specimens immediately following a diagnostic endoscopic procedure allows for an enhanced point of care diagnostics and treatment guidance. We evaluated the feasibility of using dPCR as a clinical tool for *KRAS* mutation analysis in fresh EUS-FNA pancreas biopsy specimens. Clinical FNA specimens were obtained from 10 patients who underwent EUS-FNA for diagnosis of pancreas mass. Cytological and final diagnoses are as shown in [Table 3](#pone.0170897.t003){ref-type="table"}. DNA extracted from these specimens were subjected to both Sanger sequencing and dPCR for *KRAS* mutation detection. Our workflow for the same-day dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis is depicted in [Fig 6](#pone.0170897.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Using this workflow, we were able to determine *KRAS* mutation status within 5 hours following the EUS-FNA procedure.

10.1371/journal.pone.0170897.t003

###### *KRAS* mutation analysis in fresh (non-fixed) EUS-FNA biopsy specimens.

![](pone.0170897.t003){#pone.0170897.t003g}

  Patient \#   Mutation analysis results   Diagnosis                                                                    
  ------------ --------------------------- -------------- ----------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ----------------------
  **35**       G12V (1.9%)                 G12D (1.5%)    WT                      G12V/G12D        Adenocarcinoma       PDAC
  **36**       G12V (0.5%)                 G12D (2.6%)    WT                      G12V/G12D        Adenocarcinoma       PDAC
  **37**       G12D (9.1%)                 WT             G12D                    Adenocarcinoma   PDAC                 
  **38**       G12V (12.8%)                G12V           \-                      Adenocarcinoma   PDAC                 
  **39**       G12V (5.9%)                 G12D (10.0%)   WT                      G12V/G12D        Atypical cells       Metastatic PDAC
  **40**       G12V (12.8%)                G12D (7.1%)    Insufficient material   G12D             Adenocarcinoma       Metastatic PDAC
  **41**       G12V (6.4%)                 G12D (7.1%)    Insufficient material   G12V/G12D        Atypical cells       Chronic pancreatitis
  **42**       G12D (11%)                  G12D           \-                      Adenocarcinoma   PDAC                 
  **43**       G12D (2.9%)                 WT             G12D                    Adenocarcinoma   Cholangiocarcinoma   
  **44**       G12D (30.3%)                G12D           \-                      Adenocarcinoma   PDAC                 

**Abbreviations:** dPCR; digital PCR, WT; wild-type, LMD; laser micro-dissection, WGA: whole genome amplification, PDAC; pancreas adenocarcinoma

![Workflow for the same-day *KRAS* mutation analysis in fresh EUS-FNA biopsy specimens using dPCR.\
EUS-FNA biopsy specimens are processed for DNA extraction within half an hour from the time of biopsy. Next, the extracted DNA is prepared for analysis with dPCR. The entire thermocycling protocol requires approximately 3 hours. Following completion of the PCR step, the dPCR chip is read and analyzed using the chip-reader. Output data are inspected manually for quality check and *KRAS* mutation status is determined.](pone.0170897.g006){#pone.0170897.g006}

We found dPCR to significantly improve the rate of *KRAS* mutation detection in pancreas EUS-FNA specimens over Sanger sequencing, the current gold standard for clinical sequencing. Using dPCR, we detected at least one subtype of *KRAS* mutation in all of the 10 EUS-FNA specimens tested ([Table 3](#pone.0170897.t003){ref-type="table"}). On the other hand, Sanger sequencing only detected *KRAS* mutations in 3 of the 10 cases. All of these 3 cases had mutant *KRAS* allele frequency of \>10%, high enough for Sanger sequencing to detect the *KRAS* mutation. Of the remaining 7 cases, 5 were detected as WT *KRAS* and 2 had inadequate amount of DNA for Sanger sequencing. For all of the 5 cases in which WT *KRAS* sequence was obtained, we noted a mutant allele frequency below 10% by dPCR. ([Table 3](#pone.0170897.t003){ref-type="table"}) These findings validated our view that low tumor cell purity and cellular contents in pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens are truly barriers to an accurate molecular analysis, and that dPCR could overcome them to provide accurate and reliable tumor genotyping.

An alternative method to overcoming the low cellularity and low tumor cell purity in some FNA specimens is to use laser micro-dissection (LMD) to isolate areas composed of mostly cancerous cells, and then amplify the extracted DNA using whole genome amplification (WGA). The resulting DNA product thus contains a high amount (\>2ng) of DNA with enhanced tumor purity. The entire process is time-consuming and labor intensive and currently impractical for routine clinical use. However, this method allows for Sanger sequencing to be used and thus enables confirmation of the tumor mutation status using the current clinical gold standard. In order to further examine those samples with discrepant results between dPCR and Sanger sequencing, we utilized this alternative method (LMD-WGA) to confirm the accuracy of dPCR *KRAS* mutation analysis. To do so, we obtained FFPE sections from cell blocks prepared at the time of the same EUS-FNA procedures. Areas with high tumor cell purity were laser micro-dissected. Extracted DNA then underwent WGA to produce adequate amount of DNA for Sanger sequencing. Using this method, we detected the presence of *KRAS* mutations in the remaining 7 patients with Sanger sequencing, confirming the result observed with dPCR ([Table 3](#pone.0170897.t003){ref-type="table"}, Sanger Sequencing: LMD-WGA). In one patient (patient \#40, [Table 3](#pone.0170897.t003){ref-type="table"}), confirmatory Sanger sequencing could not identify the G12V *KRAS* mutant allele that was present in the dPCR result. This may be explained by the fact that two different passes of FNAs were used for fresh specimen and archived cell block, resulting in different portions of the heterogeneous PDAC mass being biopsied. Additionally, allele drop out (ADO) is a frequent phenomenon observed in whole genome amplification, which may have led to the loss of heterozygosity in the *KRAS* gene in this particular sample.\[[@pone.0170897.ref020]\]

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

As more therapeutic decisions in cancer treatment are driven based on tumor genetic information, the ability to obtain accurate genetic information from tumor specimens becomes instrumental to the effective management of cancer patients. In clinical practice, tumor specimens are often obtained using FNAs, especially following disease progression or recurrence. Furthermore, FNA biopsies represent the only means of obtaining tumor tissues in a large subset of patients with metastatic or locally advanced diseases who will not undergo surgical resection of their primary tumor. This is especially true in PDAC patients, as \>50% are diagnosed with distant diseases. In order to use pancreas FNA specimens as a source of tumor tissue for tumor genotyping, 2 major hurdles must be overcome. First is the inadequacy of DNA material extracted from a limited biopsy specimen; pauci-cellular FNA specimens do not provide adequate amount of DNA for molecular analysis. Second is the low tumor purity that complicates FNAs of many PDAC masses, which can result in overshadowing of tumor cells by the abundant normal cells.

In the current study, we evaluated the utility of dPCR as an effective strategy for mutation analysis in pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens. We showed through our cell line experiments that dPCR was both highly sensitive (mutation detection sensitivity of 0.17%) and feasible with low input number of starting cells (approximately 200 cells). We further showed that dPCR accurately detected *KRAS* mutations in both formalin-fixed and fresh pancreas EUS-FNA specimens, and identified additional *KRAS* mutation subtypes that could not be detected by the current clinical gold standard method of Sanger sequencing. These features make dPCR an ideal technology for mutation analysis in limited tumor biopsy specimens of FNAs, especially from less cellular cancers such as PDAC.

One notable finding from our current study was the ability of dPCR to detect more than one *KRAS* mutation subtypes within a tumor, depicting the presence of intratumoral heterogeneity using only FNA biopsy specimens. The presence of double *KRAS* mutations (G12D and G12V) was detected in 10 of 38 (26%) pancreas FNA specimens with mutations in the *KRAS* gene. Prior studies on *KRAS* mutation detection in PDAC specimens also reported similar findings when highly sensitive mutation analysis methods were used.\[[@pone.0170897.ref009], [@pone.0170897.ref014], [@pone.0170897.ref021]\] In one study comparing the performance of next generation sequencing (NGS), allele specific locked nucleic acid qPCR (ASLNAqPCR) and Sanger sequencing in *KRAS* mutation detection from PDAC specimens, multiple *KRAS* mutation subtypes were found in 23%, 16% and 6.5% of specimens with mutation in the *KRAS* gene, respectively.\[[@pone.0170897.ref009]\] Our findings suggest that the highly sensitive nature of dPCR allows for detection of rare subclones within a tumor, signifying heterogeneity using a FNA biopsy sample.

Aside from dPCR, various other methodologies exist for sensitive mutational analysis in tumor specimens, including but not limited to pyrosequencing, allele specific locked nucleic acid PCR, COLD-PCR and next-generation sequencing (NGS).\[[@pone.0170897.ref009], [@pone.0170897.ref022], [@pone.0170897.ref023]\] Although these methodologies can offer sensitive mutation detection of up to 1% or less and are viable alternatives, their routine use in clinical settings may be limited by their complexity, time-consuming process, cost and/or need for relatively high amount of DNA similar to Sanger sequencing. COLD-PCR, for example, requires optimal critical temperature (Tc) to be determined for each amplicon tested.\[[@pone.0170897.ref022]\] Furthermore, a suitable critical temperature differentiating between WT and mutant DNA may not be available in some cases.

NGS, also known as massive parallel sequencing, represents an innovative and widely utilized sequencing technology in both research and clinical settings. Digital PCR and NGS have distinct performance characteristics that define their roles in the clinical laboratory. First, while NGS is capable of achieving a mutation detection sensitivity approaching that of dPCR (\~0.1%) through deep sequencing, NGS incurs a considerably higher cost compared to dPCR. \[[@pone.0170897.ref023]\] Therefore, when the primary goal is to detect a known target mutation within a single gene, dPCR holds a significant economic advantage over NGS. However, the primary strength of NGS is in its ability to perform massive parallel sequencing to detect a wide array of known and unknown mutations. It outperforms dPCR in both throughput and cost when the goal of analysis is to evaluate multiple genes for potentially important aberrations. Thus, dPCR and NGS have unique strengths that make them suitable for different applications. Another important distinction between the two technologies lies in their genomic template input requirements. In our current analysis, we chose to work with limited biopsy specimens of FFPE pancreas needle aspirates in order to highlight the strength of dPCR in working with such samples. From our prior experience, we have observed that these limited samples largely fail library preparation for NGS due to their insufficient DNA quantity and quality. This is important, as it indicates that samples not amenable to NGS targeted sequencing may still be successfully interrogated with dPCR.

Given the aforementioned strengths, dPCR has potential for routine clinical use. Accurate determination of *KRAS* mutation status from pancreas EUS-FNA biopsy specimens has important clinical implications to the diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic aspects of PDAC patient care.\[[@pone.0170897.ref015]--[@pone.0170897.ref017], [@pone.0170897.ref024], [@pone.0170897.ref025]\] To date, numerous studies have investigated the diagnostic role of adding *KRAS* mutation analysis to biopsy specimens.\[[@pone.0170897.ref018], [@pone.0170897.ref026], [@pone.0170897.ref027]\] A recent meta-analysis by Fuccio et, al. showed that the addition of *KRAS* testing in EUS-FNA specimen not only increased the sensitivity of diagnosing PDAC, but also reduced the need for a repeat EUS-FNA biopsy in inconclusive cases.\[[@pone.0170897.ref028]\] With the improved *KRAS* mutation detection facilitated by dPCR, *KRAS* analysis in EUS-FNA can be performed more accurately, even in FNA specimens previously thought to be inadequate for molecular analysis. In addition to diagnostics, numerous reports now suggest the role of specific *KRAS* mutation subtypes in prediction of prognosis and therapeutic responses.\[[@pone.0170897.ref015]--[@pone.0170897.ref018]\] Furthermore, *KRAS* mutation subtype-specific inhibitor was recently reported as a potential novel therapy.\[[@pone.0170897.ref019]\] These emerging reports indicate the potential for *KRAS* mutation subtyping to guide therapeutic decisions in the near future, and signify the importance of identifying all *KRAS* mutation subtypes present within a tumor.

Lastly, our findings indicated that *KRAS* mutations are not exclusive to PDAC lesions, but can also occur in other pancreatobiliary lesions as well, including chronic pancreatitis, cholangiocarcinoma and IPMNs. *KRAS* mutations are well known to exist in these non-PDAC lesions, and numerous prior repots have observed similar findings.\[[@pone.0170897.ref025], [@pone.0170897.ref029], [@pone.0170897.ref030]\] Although *KRAS* mutation is known to occur in some IPMNs, detection of mutant *KRAS* in 7/8 (88%) patients was higher than initially expected. However, on review of the clinical pathology reports we noted that all of these IPMN patients were of the gastric-subtype. *KRAS* mutations are common in gastric-type IPMNs and occurs in 70--80% of these lesions, which is significantly higher than the rate seen in other IPMN subtypes.\[[@pone.0170897.ref029]\] Interestingly, a recent report on *KRAS* mutation analysis using NGS also reported a similarly high *KRAS* mutation rate of 83.3% in patients with IPMNs, although the exact histologic subtypes of these IPMNs are unknown. \[[@pone.0170897.ref009]\]

In conclusion, we report the performance of dPCR for highly sensitive mutation analysis in clinical EUS-FNA pancreas specimens. Our results indicate that dPCR allows FNA samples to be used as a reliable source of tumor tissue for genetic analysis. Our findings further suggest that dPCR may be a practical alternative to Sanger sequencing, allowing detection of additional *KRAS* mutations present at allele frequencies well below ten percent. Although our current analysis was performed only in pancreas EUS-FNAs focusing on alterations in the *KRAS* gene, mutations in other cancer-related genes should be readily detectable utilizing a dPCR platform. Thus, dPCR has the potential to function as an effective molecular analysis tool and will allow for the full potential of FNA samples to be exploited in guiding precision oncology strategies.
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